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Section 1: Government Savings Suggestions that can be implemented in all 

Ministries and Departments 

 

Short Term Energy Measures for the Government of Bermuda. (From Cabinet 

memo when Dept. of Energy was created – on savings through efficiency.)  

 

By taking action immediately we can reduce Government’s energy use. While 

individually the savings will be small, when all civil servants participate the savings will 

be meaningful.  

1) General: 

 New purchases by any Government Office is subject to rejection if they do not 
have the “Energy Star” label. – FEW EXCEPTIONS – We will implement a phase 
out process of non –energy star goods immediately.  

 It is Government Policy to switch lighting to Compact Florescent Light or “CFL” 
bulbs or the Light Emitting Diode or “LED” technology when available.  

 When purchasing computers, the new flat screen monitors will be chosen over 
conventional monitors. Additionally, any purchase of office equipment must be 
energy star compliant.  

 Lights - need auto sensors for lights (bathrooms, kitchens, offices etc.)  

 Thermostats - Global House is freezing in winter and hot in summer. (design 

issue - supposed to be open plan but walls (and silos) have been built.)  

2) During each work day: 

 Enable the energy star or power management features on your computer where 
feasible.  

 Turn off the lights when a room is not in use for more than five minutes or if there 
is sufficient daylight.  

 Reduce energy and paper consumption by switching your printers to duplex 
(double sided) and use the blank side of unwanted printouts for note taking. 

 Reuse items where possible.  
 

3) At the end of the work day: 

 Turn off all lights except emergency lighting.  

 Turn off your computer 

 Turn off your monitor 

 Turn off laptops 

 Turn off photocopiers 
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 Turn off printers 

 Unplug mobile telephone or laptop charger 
 

4) When working after hours: 

 Light only your area (and access areas)  

 Minimize air conditioner use. 

 Do not leave lights and equipment running.  

 Before leaving your building check list 3 
 

General savings measures that can be implemented across Government: 

1. Printers and supplies: Set up all printers to only print double sided – and only 

print when necessary. Review the use of paper sizes, qualities in all 

Departments. Cabinet papers don’t need to be on oversize paper – implement a 

common standard across Government – helps with purchasing of supplies and 

should reduce costs. I believe a paper contract was recently renegotiated but this 

could be examined again – as with many contract supplied Government goods 

and services.  

2. Electronics/power policy: Work with ITO to develop a PC policy concerning 

powering all machines down at the end of the night - also to unplug all blackberry 

chargers, other equipment. (Also work with Dept. of Energy)  

3. Lighting: All lights to be turned off in Gov. buildings at end of day and those not 

in use. (Offices, schools etc.)  

4. HVAC: Set all building air conditioners, hot water heaters to correct temperature 

(Dept. of Energy/Public Works.)  

5. Working Remotely – Possibility of some staff working from home for one/two 

days a week – saves on power consumption, commuting etc.  

6. Sick Days are abused. Demand more accountability for sick days (see DPT cost 

of sick days in appendix).   

7. Plants in Departments - contracts to supply and maintain plants not needed 

(Bermuda Plant Nursery and Aberfeldy).  

8. International Day of: We seem to celebrate everything now - Day of Families, 

Intellectual Property Day, Teachers day, Administrative Professionals Day etc. 

Stick to a few key, important days and scrap the rest. Each time a proclamation 

and event is held money is spent on items such as PA system (can run into 

thousands), flyers, banners, posters, food and beverages, and the time (cost) of 

civil servants putting these events together.  

9. End of budget year spending: At the end of the budget year many 

Departments (including DCI) will spend the remaining funds they have - often on 
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frivolous items/events. EG i-pads for DCI Public Affairs Officers - though useful, 

we don’t need them. Have heard of several examples of Departments scrambling 

to spend their last funds before the end of the budget year (on printers, website 

development etc.)   

10. Audit of equipment in every Department. DCI example: there are eight TVs in 

the Department (mostly expensive flat screens) and a smart board. Most never 

used. One is on all day with no one watching it. Also have about ten air filters of 

which most are never used. Everyone has a printer but we should all be using 

the one main shared printer. We also have computers and printers that are not 

used, a wine fridge in the media room (for water!) etc. Reports of some staff in 

other departments buying the most expensive printers, shredders and other 

equipment even though not needed.  

11. Review all Government contracts - e.g. Transport Control Department - four 

contracts with an IT firm - many terms of contracts no longer relevant and can be 

performed by civil servants 

12. Credit Cards – Ministers (and other senior civil servants) have credit cards and 

often use them for ‘personal’ expenditures such as lunches, dinners etc. that may 

have little to no relevance to Government business. They may be reported as 

‘business lunches/dinners’ but this business can be done in the office without 

spending tax-payer money on food and drinks.  

13. Banking - work with banks to reduce costs on Credit cards etc. E.G. Pay Belco 

bills on time to get the discount.  

14. TVs - remove all unnecessary televisions from all Government Departments  

Saves on energy costs. Also save on WOW/Cable subscriptions.  For an 

example of overuse of TVs look at Department of Communication and 

Information, Tourism and Community and Cultural Affairs. All these Departments 

have TVs in the reception that are on all day with no one watching them.  

15. Vending machines - remove soda and other vending machines from 

Government Departments (possibly schools). For example outside DPP office. 

These machines use power 24 hours a day and dispense unhealthy substances!  

16. Pure Water: Most departments have a pure water cooler – very expensive to 

keep stocked. May be more efficient to install filters on taps. (Also some civil 

servants fill up large water bottles at end of day to take home).   

17. General spending - get best bids! EG. Reconvening of parliament - old 

company for tent was three times more expensive than company most recently 

used.   

18. Air Miles/hotel reward points etc.: Make sure they do not get used for personal 

travel when paid for by Government. Not sure if this happens already. Could use 

a central office for all travel arrangements to get best deals. All travel needs to be 

scrutinized, including hotels, use of cars etc. and a business case presented. 
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(Know of several senior civil servants who attend conferences, events around the 

world with little benefit to Bermuda.)  

19. E-Government – what happened to 411 service? Automate government call 

centre.  

20. Hiring freeze and attrition – must reduce the number of Government 

employees. (although some departments such as Maritime Administration, Civil 

Aviation and tax collection likely need an increase in staff as this will assist with 

growing Government revenue.) Still see ads every week for many Government 

jobs.  

21. Cell phones, Blackberrys and Ipads – Review usage of Government issued 

cell phones and Blackberrys. Does everyone who has a Blackberry with data 

plan need it? Go to all carriers and have them compete for Government contract 

– negotiate favourable terms and conditions.  

22. ‘Giveaways’: Throughout the year Department’s ask DCI to send out e-mails to 

give away furniture and equipment. This should all be sent to a depot for re-use 

in Government or needy in the community – Some of these items end up in 

people’s homes. Also perfectly useable furniture, appliances etc. that are 

dumped - develop work programme (prisons, perhaps) to rehab old items and 

donate to needy. (See example in appendix)  

23. Efficient use of office space. Many offices do not use their space efficiently. 

For example, DCI has several empty offices a lounge, store rooms and very large 

offices that are unnecessary. Government would not have to spend so much 

renting space from the private sector if they used their existing buildings 

efficiently. This would necessitate spending to renovate but would effect cost 

savings long term. For example, in Global House there are receptionists for each 

department on each floor. It would be more efficient to have reception for all 

offices on the ground floor. This would also make the building more secure as 

currently anyone from the public can go almost anywhere in the building 

unescorted. As Global House was originally designed to be open plan, and has 

been rebuilt to put up walls, offices etc. the HVAC doesn’t run efficiently and 

tremendous waste of space. Also consider renovating some Government 

buildings/facilities that may cost upfront but will provide savings long term 

(Installing low-flush toilets etc.) 
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Suggestions on Government structure: 

Department consolidation: Combine Environmental Protection and Conservation 

Services and Energy. Scrap Sustainable Development and make their mantra part of 

every Department. Combine Telecommunications (although now most functions 

overseen by Regulatory Authority) and E-Commerce and e-Government.  

Ministries: Perhaps legislate Ministries. The cost of constantly changing Ministry 

names every time there is a new administration or Premier becomes very expensive. 

New business cards, logos, signs, uniforms etc. Also the time for DCI to redesign all 

materials, e-Gov to change website etc. Have fewer Ministries (saves money on 

Minister’s salaries) Also don’t need a Minister without portfolio.  

E.G. Ministries could be kept to ten: such as Finance, Health, Education, Environment, 

Ag and Legal, Health, Home Affairs, Works, Economy, Transport.  

Electoral changes: On an island of approximately 60,000 residents do we need 36 

Members of Parliament and 12 Senators? The basic salaries alone are several million 

dollars. Pensions add to this cost. Look at reducing number of MPs with new 

constituencies. No need for Minister without Portfolio. Also institute fixed term elections 

which allows for better planning and efficiencies in operations.  

Union negotiation: Renegotiate collective bargaining agreements with unions. For 

example, expensive to allow roll over sick days etc. Also stop holding union meetings 

during work day which disrupts public services – and leads to increased costs for 

overtime. (Hospitality CBAs are out of date – issue with 70% occupancy rule – stifles 

competitiveness.) 

Privatisation: 

Areas for consideration:  

Quangos – WEDCo, BLDC, BHC.  

Government assets: Look to reduce the cost of carrying so many assets. Sale lease-

backs for Government properties.  

Pensions: (See below section under Ministry of Finance)  

DPT – will be tough to make up a $10 million shortfall without raising prices 

considerably.  
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Waste management/Tynes Bay (See below in Public Works)  

Road paving (See below in Public Works)  

Wall building (See below in Public Works)  

Public Works – Many areas could be privatized – going to have a fight with the unions…  

Roadside verge clearing – While there are public and private sections bordering roads, 

the private sections should be the sole responsibility of property owners. A survey could 

be carried out to identify who owns which sections and homeowners put on notice that 

they are responsible for keeping verges cut back from roads and sidewalks. An 

inspector could notify property owners if their verge becomes an encumbrance and 

asked to remedy within a certain time frame. If notice not complied with, Parks crew can 

cut and send a bill to property owner. Most important is follow up for non-payment. This 

will free up manpower that clear roads and sidewalks.  

 

Section 2: By Department: 

Public Safety:  

Fire Services: Emergency Medical Services: Currently Bermuda Fire and Rescue 

Service (BFRS) trucks respond to emergency calls. These are very large vehicles that 

are expensive to operate and maintain. Surely we could use more cost effective 

vehicles as first responders. For example, I India they are now using scooters that carry 

necessary equipment for emergency calls. (This is due largely to their traffic problems 

which prevented ambulances getting to an emergency in a timely manner.) However, 

we could also use smaller less expensive bikes/smart cars to get to an emergency 

quickly , stabilize patient(s) and if needed an ambulance can arrive later.  

Corrections: Prisons - make prisoners and their families more responsible for their 

upkeep (US example) Also have them work to pay off crime victims and cost of legal aid 

(if used). Large amounts of money (in court/legal aid etc) taken up by defendants 

pleading not guilty even though evidence is overwhelming.  

National Drug Control: Review functions of NDC. This Department is mainly a 

research and advocacy entity with very little impact on alcohol and drug use on island 

(as evidenced by their own statistics). Lots of money spent on research and campaigns 

but no measure shows effectiveness in reducing harmful behavior. (See appendix for 

example of a costly household mailer that likely has little influence in changing 

behaviours.) Also need to consider the bigger picture of the failed global war on drugs. 

Other jurisdictions are moving away from making drugs a criminal issue and making it a 
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public health issue. Portugal decriminalized ALL drugs more than a decade ago and 

now has the lowest drug use in Europe. This has freed up police and customs 

resources which can be dedicated to treatment.  

Defence: The Bermuda Regiment costs approximately $7 million per year. We have no 

external threats from foreign entities and in any event would likely be unable to muster 

much of a defense against a determined, well armed enemy. Also, the US and UK 

would never let Bermuda, with its strategic location, be occupied by a foreign threat. So 

what purpose does the Regiment serve? Largely ceremonial and to assist in times of 

natural disaster such as hurricanes. There is also the element of bringing diverse young 

Bermudians together which builds relationships. However, these reasons seem a luxury 

when faced with Government’s annual operating deficit. Suggestion is to dramatically 

scale back the regiment according to a pre-defined plan to the point where it no longer 

exists as a ‘military’ entity. Some reallocation of funding would be required – for 

example – Police may need to be bolstered – funds may need to be allocated in a 

reserve type of account for overtime for Parks staff etc. that may be required for storm 

clean up. The suggestion to enhance the regiment’s marine operations should be the 

remit of the Police Service. As an example of military economic prudency – see Costa 

Rica which decided in 1949 to scrap the military. There are currently more than 20 

countries with no formal military – including many in the Caribbean (a few examples are: 

Andorra, Grenada, Liechtenstein, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Saint Lucia, St. Vincent 

and the Grenadines, Somoa, Solomon Islands and Tavalu) 

Conscription should be ended and equipment decommissioned, sold off and base 

closed. Perhaps some of the money saved could go to establishing a youth national 

service programme that all local youth are required to attend. (The existing property 

could be used for this purpose) This would achieve many of the goals of the regiment 

(national service, discipline, adventure and relationship building) for much less cost.   

Police: Move police executive out of Veritas Place and into the Dame Louis Browne 

Evans building. (Rent 250k p/a)  

Public Works:  

Privatization:  

Wall building: Private sector could undoubtedly do a better job building walls. For 

example, the retaining wall at Angel Steps (opposite Waterlot Inn) was started in July, 

2012 with expected completion date of December. The finishing touches have just been 

completed (by a third party contractor). Estimated cost was $400,000.  

Road paving: The amount of road paved every year is well below set goal. Work hours 

are limited by union agreements (workers, even though they ‘clock in’ at approximately 
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7.30 a.m. cannot start work until approximately 9 a.m. so spend more than an hour sat 

on the side of the road being unproductive.) . Suggestion; Sell off equipment to private 

company(ies) and contract road paving with performance measures in place.  Also stop 

painting lines and other road markings - actually makes roads safer and saves money 

(on materials, machinery and manpower).  

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/12.12/traffic.html  

 

Works and Engineering:  

Sort out hours – Public Works hours could be organized more efficiently. I understand 

workers turn up an hour before supervisors, so do nothing in that time - then get 

supplies ready - go to job - can’t work on roads during rush hour - then have morning 

break, lunch, afternoon break and finish up early and have to drive back to where they 

clocked in to clock out.  

Waste Management: Speak to Vanese Flood-Gordon. Millions (Seen estimates 

between 3 and 4 million) can be saved with better waste handling and disposal 

management. Must make recycling compulsory. Massive costs to maintain incinerator 

because of metal and glass clogging grates. Another possible area to be considered for 

privitisation.  

Street lighting: Costs approximately $1m per annum to operate. (RFP/Tender for this 

service currently being advertised)  

GP Cars – New policy to be released imminently. The public sees the number and 

types of vehicles on the roads – many for Public Works that are expensive vehicles that 

have never been used for anything except transport. 

Public Lands and Buildings: Possibility of outright sales of some properties as well as 

sale lease backs for others that Government uses.  

WEDCO/BLDC: Perhaps combine several of the quangos including WEDCO, BLDC 

and BHC 

Parish Councils: Review funding and scope of parish councils.  

AG And Justice:  

Courts: Increase use of teleconferencing as much as possible. Expensive to transport 

prisoners from Sandys to Hamilton for monthly arraignments and other appearances 

which are often simply a mention. Teleconferencing could vastly cut down on these 

costs (transport, personnel, security etc.) I do understand this is being worked on.  

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/12.12/traffic.html
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Courts: Collection of fines must be improved. Guilty parties are given ‘time to pay’ yet 

most end up being issued warrants for not paying - waste of BPS time and resources 

arresting and locking up people who owe a few hundred dollars.  

Education: 

Education - look again at old proposal to close some schools and consolidate 

operations. (Proposed under former Minister Elvin James in October, 2010) Currently 

there are 19 primary schools, five middle schools and two senior schools. Government 

had planned to close five primary schools -  East End Primary, Prospect Primary, 

Gilbert Institute, Heron Bay Primary and Dalton E. Tucker Primary. Too few students at 

some schools to justify their opening. (Census also shows declining population - fewer 

students) RFP for closed schools for community groups etc. Charge nominal rents but 

they are responsible for upkeep etc. and so no cost to Government but retains 

ownership.  

Libraries: possibility of combining some libraries.   

Tourism Development and Transport:  

Tourism needs to move to the Tourism Authority as soon as possible. Speeding is far 

too lax and disjointed to ensure a sustained recovery in tourism. For example, the 

recently launched GeoCahe programme struggled to find $5,000 to get the programme 

up and running. Yet in a tourism meeting $12,000 was spent on big flags with one quick 

decision. GeoCache brings visitors to the island – flags do not. There are also too many 

tourism entities. In addition to the BDOT there are:  

Bermuda Hospitality Institute, Visitor Industry Partnership, ADHT and a host of 

consultants and agencies such as Lou Hammond, Fuseideas, Publicasity and others.  

Having spent some time working with Tourism the amount of money spent on 

questionable initiatives/projects/giveaways is staggering.  

Tourism:  

A move to a Tourism Authority needs to be completed as a matter of urgency.  

ADHT - grant of $150,000 to ADHT but no evidence it attracts any visitors (More than 

$2 million spent in last ten years). No measure of ROI.  

Bermuda Hospitality Institute (BHI) - set up under former Minister and Premier - 

duplicates efforts from BDOT and gets a grant of $200,000. BHI is focused on 

promoting tourism locally which doesn’t help get visitors to the island.   
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(BDOT Estimate of 2013/14 Grants and Contributions is $3.66 million.) In Grants and 

Contributions page: ‘6960 - Contribution Promotional Services’ - 2013/14 estimate 

$450k. (Down from $550 in 2012/13 and $819 in 2011/12.)  

Review relationships with foreign entities. For example, Caribbean Tourism 

Organisation cost of $100k per year even though many other members are not paid up 

and ROI not clear. Separate entity but an example of CARICOM ineffectiveness:  

 http://www.royalgazette.com/article/20130715/BUSINESS02/707159989  

Giveaways. BDOT regularly provides all expense paid trips for ‘celebrities’ in return for a 

complimentary tweet or blog post. E.G.: Recently Jenny Dell and her sister were treated 

to flights, accommodation, transport, spa treatment for a three to four night stay in 

Bermuda. Thousands spent on someone who is not well known outside of the sporting 

community in New England and all we get in return are a few tweets. No posts on 

Facebook from her visit.    

DAO: Adjust thermostat - too cold in building. Embrace alternative energy generation 

(solar) on the finger. DAO Belco bill in the millions.  

TCD: End contract with BECL - (testing is useless anyway as no limit will be set for 

emissions as this would mean 10% of cars would fail without very expensive fixes. This 

would lead to a public backlash.) 

Close satellite testing facilities (St. David’s/Southampton.) Move equipment and 

personnel to central TCD location. (Usage minimal in satellite locations) Lease out 

buildings to garages, other possible businesses. (Revenue generation)  

TCD: Has four contracts with GMD (For IT consulting). Needs have changed and some 

contracts likely no longer needed, or functions can be done in house. ($60k for IT 

support). In addition the TCD website and on-line renewal function doesn’t work well for 

the amount of money spent.  

Transport: 

DPT: Get the new schedule implemented. More than 10 years in the works! The free 

rides for students could be retained during school terms and to and from school only - 

all other times they must pay. Check payment on all public transport, ferries and 

busses. (Seen many times where people are waved through – friends, family or staff 

doesn’t care.) Drivers should be more responsible for looking after their vehicles. 

Overtime and ‘sick days’ cost well over $1 million a year. Renegotiate overtime with BIU 

(See Annex **) Ticketing could be better managed – introduce ticket machines (but 

likely leads to redundancies)  

http://www.royalgazette.com/article/20130715/BUSINESS02/707159989
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M&P: Ferries - make sure people pay - seen many just walk on without paying. Must be 

effectively policed. Ferries at Hamilton dock should tie up rather than run motors to keep 

the boat against the dock – saves fuel. Ticketing could be better managed – introduce 

ticket machines (but likely leads to redundancies) For both DPT and M&P technology 

can be used to reduce costs on tickets and passes. For example, month, two month and 

three month passes for ferries are simply printed cards that show the month and are 

thrown away once expired. (for a three month pass you get three cards!) A card could 

be issued similar to easy park that can be topped up, scanned for each ride and not 

thrown away. Saves commuter money when card not being used and saves 

Government money on printing costs. (Cards can also easily be forged using a printer 

and laminating machine – as used to happen with TCD car licenses before RFID was 

introduced).  

Golf Courses: Look at feasibility of privatizing Ocean View - possibly Port Royal. (They 

will need concessions to be viable - perhaps for a few years until on a firm financial 

footing.)  

Premier and Cabinet Office:  

Cabinet Office:  

Stop the Cabinet intern programme (See add in appendix). While Government needs 

talent in the civil service the ad calls for ‘no experience necessary’ yet they will be paid 

$61,278.10 p/a. For five interns that is $306,390.50.  

Staff: No need for press secretary or chief of staff. PR work should be handled by 

director of DCI (as happened in the past) and chief of staff duties should fall under 

Cabinet Secretary. Elimination of these two positions will save more than $200,000 and 

no reduction in ‘service’ to the public.  

DCI: Could be restructured to be more efficient with less staff.  

Review all PR campaigns. Departments budget large amounts for Communications 

and/or Public Relations campaigns and often this money is wasted. Stop running 

superfluous ads. For example a department ran a full page ad at Christmas (Approx 

$1,000+) simply to say ‘Merry Christmas’ from the Department of ‘ABC’.  

Photos - don’t need photos of Ministers in all Gov Departments. (Former Government 

instituted this but it seems to have ceased.)  

No more proclamations! Or celebrating every day of the XXX. Stop departments 

spending money on banners, posters, food etc. for things like the International Day of 

Administrative Professionals. No one cares or participates. Costs can run to thousands 

of dollars for an hour long event that has little impact on the public.  
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Overspends on ‘campaigns’ - EG - latest election. PRO spent huge amounts ($200k+) 

on an outside company to do advertising/PR. DCI had to follow up and disseminate 

correct and pertinent information. Another department spends huge amounts with one 

particular advertising agency (where a senior civil servant once worked) on ads and 

campaigns, entertaining etc. with very little ROI. 

Restructure DCI – Department could be restructured to have less staff with no 

disruption to service.  

Have photographers work from home - no need to be in office every day. Send them to 

photo shoots as needed (eliminates much overtime pay which is mostly taken as time in 

lieu.) Review staffing needs.  

Carpet cleaning: This may happen in many departments but it seems a professional 

cleaning company comes in about once every month or two to steam clean the carpets. 

Really not necessary to do so often.  

CITV: CITV was started as partly as a way for Government to bypass media and partly 

as a vanity project. It is now a luxury we cannot afford. CITV employs a staff of seven 

people and there is much overtime as they attend many evening and weekend events. 

Anecdotal evidence is that very few people watch CITV. There are already local TV 

channels both commercial and non-commercial. We shouldn’t be trying to compete with 

the private sector. Suggest closing CITV and either selling off equipment or keeping and 

incorporating into the education syllabus for a media studies/production type course. 

Some staff could be retained to run the course.  

HR: This Department has a very large, expensive office rented from the private sector. 

(Also TV in reception that doesn’t need to be there). Offer a huge amount of courses – 

many that do not go ahead due to lack of participants. Perhaps consolidate space and 

carry out training at the actual Department participating in a course (as almost all 

Departments have the space to do so – boardrooms etc.)   

Government House: Expensive to maintain Governor in Government House. Could 

explore possibility of moving the Governor to a more modest, Government owned (or 

rented) house (e.g. Clifton) with office and re-purpose Government house. Can put out 

an RFP for ideas – possibly tourism, events, etc.  

London Office: Review functions and staffing levels. Cost vs. benefit?  

Washington DC office: All sorts of issues with Washington Office. Massively 

expensive to set-up.  Close office in most expedient and cost effective manner.  

Finance:  
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Accountant General: Possibility of outsourcing some functions.  

Tax Commissioner: There clearly is an unreported job market in Bermuda where 

people are working more than the taxable 4 hours per week yet not reporting income for 

payroll tax. This will be a sensitive topic as it will be seen as a precursor for the 

introduction of income tax, but perhaps Government should explore making wage/salary 

reporting mandatory. There would be no tax involved, but Government should know 

what economic activity is taking place. (As an aside, this could also be used to combat 

illegal black markets for example in the drug trade. If ‘unemployed’ people are driving 

around in a BMW and spending large amounts of cash, then they could be prosecuted 

under the proceeds of crime legislation.) This would also help with a more accurate 

reporting of GDP etc. Businesses that transact in cash include farmers (on road sides) 

and fishermen (also on roadsides) barbers, take out restaurants as well as blue collar 

workers (construction, painting etc.) Onus could be on employers. Government could 

work with banks to identify individuals who regularly (weekly) withdraw large amounts of 

cash to be used as unreported payroll.   

Tax concessions: Need to reintroduce tax to areas that have had concessions. If 

businesses can’t be profitable without extended concessions then at some point 

Government needs to allow market forces to work so that new, more efficient 

businesses have opportunities. (Some estimates show as much as $50 million in 

revenues as a result of concessions ceasing.)  

Post Office: There are currently 13 post offices in addition to the sorting facility at LF 

Wade Airport. (General Post office in Hamilton as well as Crawl, Devonshire, Flatts, 

Harrington Sound, Mangrove bay, Paget, Perot, St. David’s St. George’s Somerset 

Bridge, Southampton and Warwick.) Too many. Keep only the most useful and close 

others. Suggestions: Perot post office in Hamilton could perhaps be incorporated into 

the adjacent museum/library and cease offering postal services. Two post offices in 

Somerset are not needed. Keep Mangrove bay and close Somerset Bridge. Closed 

Post Offices could then be leased to private entities (or sale lease back agreements) 

which helps generate revenue (albeit minimal, will also cut down on 

operation/maintenance costs.) There are many issues with the post office and I am sure 

the Commission will have more information that I can provide.  

ITO: ITO is perhaps understaffed – huge task to keep all of Government up and running 

– equipment and service outages lead to delays, inefficiencies.  

Insurance: Not a separate Department but Government requires insurance coverage 

for a wide variety of liabilities, vehicles, buildings, etc. Government has the size to 

negotiate more favourable coverage terms and conditions.  
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Pensions Commission: Pensions are in need of review and move to a defined 

contribution plan. $1 billion underfunded and problem is only going to get worse. Also 

review MPs pension benefits – very generous and costly. This is an area that needs to 

be reformed and possibly outsourced.  

Health:  

Issues with health are well known and undoubtedly being addressed by new Council. 

Also issue of unhealthy civil service – leads to sick and unproductive employees. 

Perhaps institute wellness across Government with incentives for results.  

Home Affairs:  

Department of Workforce Development: (This was created with the merging of former 

Department of Labour and Training and National Training Board (NTB))  

E-Government: Portal - many Departments have developed their own websites (for a 

cost) rather than use the Government portal. This also leads to ongoing costs for 

hosting, changes etc. All departments should have the same look/feel/branding and be 

on the Government portal. But need to fix Government portal first. E-Government may 

well benefit from being slightly expanded. The cost of a new employee could easily be 

paid for if all existing third-party developed and hosted websites were brought back 

under the Government portal.  

Municipalities: Government funds vast majority of St. George’s Corporation and also 

funds Hamilton. Review report by Attride-Stirling and Wolnecki/McKenna Long & 

Aldridge. For such small municipalities functions should be reviewed and possibly 

subsumed into Government.  

Environment and Planning: 

Environmental Protection, Conservation Services, Sustainable Development and 

Energy should be combined.  

Parks: Expand the ‘adopt a park’ programme - seek corporate funding and labour 

services. Identify parks suitable for renting for events - charge fee, conditions (clean 

etc.) (May need to adjust legislation)  

Sustainable Development:  

This Department needs to be closed. Salaries and rent cost more than half a million 

dollars a year and nothing to show for it.  
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Economic Development:  

RIMS - do we need to participate so fully? Nature of our business has changed. 

Bermuda booth is popular because people want the bags. (Some even say it is a gift for 

friends/family!) The Bermuda party is attended mostly by Bermuda based people. The 

traditional large Bermuda Government contingent doesn’t need to be so big. Key 

influencers should go and the rest stay home. Scale back spending on RIMS and 

dedicate funds to alternative sectors such as Insurance Linked Security business. 

Review Government participation and expenditure at all conferences.  

Civil Aviation: One of the few revenue generators for Government but needs additional 

posts filled to realize full potential and revenue growth.  

Maritime Administration One of the few revenue generators for Government but 

needs additional posts filled to realize full potential and revenue growth.  

E-Commerce: Small department that should be consolidated with Telecoms. Also 

review all E-Commerce programmes. Lots of small events that are costly (although 

sponsorship from local companies helps offset costs).  

Bermuda Economic Development Corporation: EEZ offices – Somerset office rents 

a space in the Lodge building – two staff members sit and surf the internet all day. Very 

little activity taking place. Cut office, save rent etc.  

Community and Cultural Development: 

Youth, Sport and Recreation: Vastly reduce grants to national Cricket and Football 

teams and direct them towards youth clubs rather than adult international teams. 

Bermuda, with such a small population, is never going to compete on world stage in 

team sports. A luxury we can’t afford. We may be able to compete in individual sports 

on the world stage and this is where funding should be directed. (Sailors, track and field, 

equestrian etc.)  Teams and clubs should be raising their own funds through 

sponsorship and other means, and not rely on Government handouts that we cannot 

afford.  

Review leases (e.g. White’s Island, others.)  

Human Affairs: Look at combining some Departments such as Human Affairs and 

Child and Family Services 

Financial Assistance: Government has proposed those on FA carry out community 

service type work. (Legislation now passed and moves to address being made).   

Bermuda Housing Corporation: Need for BHC now much reduced as excess 

inventory of housing on the island. Market forces should work to bring rents down.  
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National Sports Centre: Look at privatizing - leasing for 3 to 5 year period - then 

review. (Will need concessions.)  

Government Department Accommodation Rental:  

Estimate for 2013/14 is $13,216,167. This figure can be reduced by improving utilization 

of existing properties (DLBE, GAB, GH, Southside etc.) Drawback is less revenue in 

private sector which doesn’t help economic recovery.  

Suggestions: Police executive out of Veritas Place (Questionable lease as is in building 

owned by former PLP MP.) Annual rent for 2013/14: $156,000  

Human Resources - In 129 Front Street Annual rent for 2013/14 $666,240. ($55.5k per 

month!)  

Sustainable Development - doesn’t need big offices on Reid Street. (See notes above 

on this Department.) Annual rent for 2013/14: $77,910.  

NDC - rents ‘houses’ for very large sums - would be cheaper in the long run to buy 

property and service the mortgage.  

Rentals from Quangos (WEDCO/BLDC etc.) Does Government not fund quangos - 

surely this is simply accounting - moving money around. Seems some rents have 

dropped to zero for 2013/14 (Dockyard buildings for M&P)  

Utilise existing properties more efficiently. EG - Global House - was designed to be 

open plan and is now fully closed in. (This also wreaks havoc with HVAC system) DCI 

can be consolidated to basement floor. Reception for entire building can be 

consolidated to ground floor. Share meeting/conference rooms. Other Departments 

could then be accommodated in existing Government properties.  

 

Section 3: Voluntary Redundancy:  

Create a package for all Government employees for voluntary redundancy.  

Agree upon a ratio - e.g. two weeks for every year of service, (perhaps capped at 10 

years of service, or 20 weeks pay)  

Perhaps extend Health insurance on GEHI for three months following termination date.  

Apply conditions - no application for Financial Assistance for three years after 

redundancy etc.  
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Civil Service pay cut negotiations:  

I understand the 5% offer is close to being ratified by all unions. However, it may not be 

the best option to implement this across Government as it could end up costing more in 

some Departments. For example, for DPT, bus routes are fixed and need drivers. If a 

driver takes an extra day off every month then another driver will have to be brought in 

to drive the route and will likely be paid time and a half or even double time. This may 

end up costing more than the 5% savings. Same for Marine and Ports Sea Express 

staff.  

My suggestion was to cut civil servant salaries above a certain pay grade. Those lower 

on the pay-scale will like feel impact of a pay cut far more than those on the higher end. 

The cut could also be graduated. For example, below PS 15 ($53,646) no cut. Between 

PS 16 ($55,382) and PS20 ($63,987) a 5% cut. Between PS21 ($66,380) and PS33 

($99,716) a 10% cut. Above PS34 ($103,380) a 15% cut. 

 

SAGE going forward:  

Perhaps the Commission may look at recommending a contract for an entity to continue 

the SAGE work by visiting different Departments over a specified period (perhaps a 

year) and identifying further efficiencies. The contract may involve a person being at a 

Department for a week to review all processes, procedures and expenses and provide 

recommendations on how to become more efficient and cut down on expenses.  
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Section 4: Appendix: 

 

DPT Bus Drivers Sick Days for 2010 (notes)  

Number of PTB staff: 226 employees 

131 bus operators, 6 sightseeing coordinators and 1 driver trainer. All three groups drive 

the bus. 

189 BIU staff 

Sick Days (Based on BIU numbers):  

Certified: 2,183 (Cost of $469,595.78) 

Uncertified: 873 (Cost of $187,993.08)  

Total number of sick days for BIU employees for 2010: 3056 days  

Average number of sick days per BIU employee per year: 16.2 

Overtime for covering sick drivers: $800,000 (estimate)  

2010 total cost for sick drivers: $1,457,588.86  

 

Bus driver sick pay entitlement: 

3m-4yrs: 5 weeks full pay 

4-8yrs: 6 weeks full pay 

8-12 yrs: 8 weeks full pay 

12-16 yrs: 12 weeks full pay 

16+ yrs: 14 weeks full pay. 

Plus they can carry forward 100 days of unused sick leave to the following year. This 

equates to 20 five day work weeks.  

For DPT the actual sick numbers are only part of the story. Other departments can wait 

until that person returns to work but DPT must cover the work with 1, 1 1/2 or 2 times 

the pay on top of the cost of a sick employee.  
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Ad for Cabinet Interns: 

 

 

Example of internal Government e-mail for excess equipment being given away. 

Are these giveaways tracked to ensure they are used in Government offices? And why 

is it being given away? Did they get a newer copier even though old one still works?  

Emailing: Copier for use 

Dept. of Communication & Information 

Mon 7/15/2013 4:42 PM 

Good day Colleagues,  
 
Please be advised that the Department for National Drug Control has a RICOH 
ATTICIO Super G3 photo copier, fax printer available for any Government Department 
which may have use for it.  
 
Interested individuals should contact xxx arrange to collect the copier from xxx.  


